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I. BACKGROUND

The City of Malvern has a unique whitewater resource for the area. The existing

ledges, combined with recently obtained reliable low flows, power generation flows and

mild climate provide the opportunity for a long boating season. We have completed an

initial site visit to evaluate the river, met with local project stakeholders and reviewed a

plan for improvements prepared by Recreation Engineering and Planning. Based on

discussions with project stakeholders we have determined that the critical elements for

proposed whitewater enhancements include:

1. Minimal or no impact to the existing Rockport Ledge whitewater feature.

2. Minimal or no impact to the existing and heavily utilized swift water rescue

training channel.

3. A whitewater feature suitable for play at low flows (300 – 400 cfs) that also

produces a playable feature at generation flows and during ramping.

It is our opinion that fundamental, careful steps were not adequately completed during

the previous work completed for the site. These steps include hydraulic modeling and

investigation of site specific construction techniques (such as excavation of bedrock and

connection of proposed work to bedrock to provide a durable, structurally sound

project). In addition, because the project will be within a river, the anticipated type and

duration of river dewatering should have also been addressed. Because of these

unknowns, we understand that the City was not able to attain competitive bid pricing

from local area contractors.

The goal of our preliminary design will be to evaluate a proposed whitewater feature

and provide adequate project definition to develop good estimated project costs for

future fundraising and project planning. We also believe it is necessary to consider site

access and planning as well as provide a professional rendering to aide with project

sales to potential funders and to garner public support.
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II. SITE HYDROLOGYII. SITE HYDROLOGY

A. Gage Records

A record for average river flows was obtained from the USGS. The record showed

average monthly flows from January 2000 until September 2009. In addition to this, aaverage monthly flows from January 2000 until September 2009. In addition to this, a

record of daily flow patterns from February 16, 2010 until June 16, 2010 was obtained.

Figure 1: 10 year average monthly flows

B. Design Flow SelectionB. Design Flow Selection

From the data collected, it was concluded that the Ouachita River flow pattern can beFrom the data collected, it was concluded that the Ouachita River flow pattern can be

described as either “high flow” or “low flow” because the flow is operated on adescribed as either “high flow” or “low flow” because the flow is operated on a

hydroelectric flow regime. These flows are approximately 3,600 cfs and 400 cfs

respectively and this reach of the river routinely sees both high and low flow daily.respectively and this reach of the river routinely sees both high and low flow daily.

These two flows were determined to be the critical flows for the design process. By

analyzing the monthly flow data over the last ten years, it was also discovered that the

highest flows generally occur in January and June, while the lowest flows occur aroundhighest flows generally occur in January and June, while the lowest flows occur around

October.

Project goals for the river improvements include:Project goals for the river improvements include:

1. A structure that can be passed by tubes, canoes, kayaks, and rafts over the1. A structure that can be passed by tubes, canoes, kayaks, and rafts over the

longest season possible.
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2. A structure that can provide local and regional draw for freestyle kayakers.

3. A structure that provides good hydraulics for training.

4. A structure that satisfies the above goals as well as maintaining upstream water

surface elevations to retain existing hydraulic conditions at the renowned

Rockport Ledge.

5. A structure that maintains swift water training channel flows.

Passage at very low flows is accomplished primarily by design and construction of

structures that increase depths during low flow periods. The river hydraulics at these

lower flows tend to be low energy, benign and insensitive to downstream water surface

elevations. The goal of the low flow design process was to maintain an adequate

hydraulic drop, while also maintaining a minimum river depth of two feet through the

drop.
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III. HYDRAULIC MODELING

A. Modeling Approach

Review of the Tanner Street Bridge site indicates three distinct flows paths divided by

piers 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the bridge. These include the swift water training channel on river

right, a passage through the center of the river, and a passage on river left (currently

blocked by work road material used by the Department of Highways during Tanner

Street Bridge construction). With three distinct flow paths, one-dimensional hydraulic

modeling was not adequate to accurately evaluate any changes to the flow split caused

by whitewater feature construction. As a result, a two step approach to hydraulic

modeling was used during preliminary design. First, the most current HEC-RAS

hydraulic bridge model was obtained from the Department of Highways and a river

reach model was created by combining the provided model with additional cross

sections cut at locations corresponding to proposed improvements and the existing

Rockport Ledge. Multiple design iterations and concepts were modeled with the HEC-

RAS model until a concept meeting project goals was established. Second, the

proposed improvements were modeled using SRH-2D, a two dimensional hydraulic

model capable of better approximating existing and proposed flow splits at the Tanner

Street Bridge. Flows modeled included 400 cfs and 3,600 cfs, corresponding to low

flow and generation flow. In addition to proposed conditions modeling, a two-

dimensional model of existing conditions (with and without the work road material in

place was completed). Modeling results from the two-dimensional modeling effort are

provided and described herein.

B. Existing Conditions Modeling

There is concern that work at the Tanner Street Bridge could impact water surfaces

upstream and thereby impact the Rockport Ledge. In an effort to quantify impacts

upstream of the Tanner Street Bridge, we selected a location 500 feet upstream of the

Tanner Street Bridge as a location to compare water surface elevations. We modeled

two existing conditions at the Tanner Street Bridge, one iteration included the work road

(current state) and one iteration modeled the condition if the work road were removed

(corresponding to the pre-work road condition). Modeling output is provided in

Appendix A.
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The following table lists existing conditions measured from modeling output:

Flow
(cfs)

WSEL
500-feet

upstream
(feet)

River Center Flow
(Proposed Whitewater

Feature)
(cfs)

River Right Flow
(Swift Water

Channel)
(cfs)

River Left Flow
(Work Road)

(cfs)
400

(Road in Place)

230.2 400 0 0

3,600

(Road in Place)

233.1 2992 458 150

400

(Road Removed)

230.2 398 0 2

3,600

(Road Removed)

232.9 2,409 392 799

Table 1: Existing Conditions 2-D Modeling Results

As can be seen from the table, the work road has caused a 0.2 foot rise in water surface

elevation 500 feet upstream during generation flows. It is noted that if the work road is

removed, then the swift water rescue channel would lose 66 cfs, or 14% of the flow

during generation flows.

C. Proposed Conditions Modeling

Following iterative design use one-dimensional hydraulic analysis, modeling of the

proposed whitewater feature and excavation improvements was completed using two-

dimensional modeling at 400 and 3,600 cfs.

Flow
(cfs)

WSEL
500-feet

upstream
(feet)

River Center Flow
(Proposed

Whitewater Feature)
(cfs)

River Right Flow
(Swift Water Channel)

(cfs)

River Left Flow
(Work Road)

(cfs)
400

(Proposed)

230.2 285 0 115

3,600

(Proposed)

233.1 1906 447 1207

Table 2: Proposed Conditions 2-D Modeling Results

Review of the proposed conditions modeling during generation flows shows a decrease

in swift water rescue flows of 11 cfs or 0.02% when compared to existing conditions with

the road in place. In addition, the model predicts no change in water surface 500 feet

upstream when compared to current conditions with the road in place.
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D. Master Planned Rock Islands and Overlooks Modeling

Additional modeling of master planned items between Tanner Street and the Rockport

Ledge was completed during this project. Preliminary design of these items was not

included in this scope of work, however, a memorandum summarizing results and

methodology has been provided in Appendix B.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

A. Current Conditions

Review of the river indicates a primarily bedrock channel within the area of proposed

improvements. Adjacent to the Tanner Street Bridge, multiple bedrock islands are

present in addition to existing concrete structures. A new bridge was completed at this

location in 2006 to replace a steel truss bridge that was swept away in 1990. During

reconstruction, the Department of Highways installed 5 piers and two abutments over

an existing bedrock ledge. The result from this construction resulted in three distinct

flow routes through the bridge. These include:

1. The center route which exhibits some bedrock outcropping but is otherwise

unencumbered.

2. The river left route which is currently encumbered by an access work road

comprised of boulders over a bedrock ledge.

3. The river right route, shadowed by a large rock island that is used as a swift

water rescue training channel.

Photo 1: Tanner Street Ledge at Low Flow

The existing training channel sees flows of 458 cfs at generation flow and only a trickle

of water at low flow. Recent very high flows have caused the river right bank of the swift

water training channel to erode over the last few years, thereby reducing the
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effectiveness for training and access. In addition, construction of the new bridge

included removal of a historic upstream pier which was formerly used as a tether point

for training operations.

B. Proposed Improvements

The proposed improvement focus on whitewater feature construction, excavation and

bank work to provide:

1. More desirable whitewater hydraulics in the main channel at all flows

2. Suitable training conditions and flow in the swift water training channel.

3. A bypass around the whitewater feature at generation flows.

The proposed improvements are documented on the attached 30% Preliminary Design

Drawings, provided in Appendix C. The proposed improvements include the following

components:

Whitewater Feature (Center Channel)

The whitewater feature is to be constructed of boulders cemented in place with grout

and tied to the bedrock using rock anchor bolts. The proposed feature is located just

downstream of the Tanner Street Bridge and will be constructed across the center

channel (between piers 2 and 3). The crest geometry includes a trapezoidal low flow

notch with 20 feet base width and 2 to 1 side slopes up to the proposed 400 cfs water

surface elevation. Above the 400 cfs elevation the crest slopes up on both sides at a

15 to 1 slope to elevation 232 which is slightly above the generation flow water surface

elevation. The feature includes a divider wall stretching from a large Rock Island to

Pier 2 so that flow from the center channel does not spill laterally into the swift water

training channel. An excavated pool is planned downstream of the feature to reduce

hazard and stabilize the whitewater hydraulic. In addition, two eddy/self rescue boulder

clusters have been added downstream of the feature to provide locations for resting,

viewing, and swimmer recovery.
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Photo 2: Whitewater Feature – Green River, Wyoming

Bypass (River Left Channel)

The proposed improvements include removal of the existing work road from the river left

channel (between piers 3 and 4). A trapezoidal channel is proposed through this area

with a 12 foot base width. The purpose of the channel is to provide an alternate route

for upstream traveling fish and may also serve as a bypass around the whitewater

feature at generation flows.
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Photo 3: Locally Available Rock

Swift Water Training Channel (River Right Channel)

Flow split into the swift water training channel is accomplished through installation of the

whitewater feature and work on the river left channel. Along the river right bank, 240

linear feet of riprap and loose bank armoring is proposed to re-establish the bank and

provide working surfaces for swift water rescue training. Upstream of the channel a

grouted boulder rock island is proposed to replace the removed bridge abutment to

allow tethering during swift water rescue training.

C. Land Side Schematic Design

Building on the Ouachita River Corridor Master Plan, Ecological Design Group has

completed a wildlife ecology sampling of the project reach and has completed

schematic level design for land use adjacent to the proposed whitewater feature.

Drawing L1, attached to the 30% preliminary design, provides schematic plans for land

side improvements assuming that whitewater feature construction will increase use and

could lead to local and regional freestyle events.

The master plan identified areas north and south of Tanner Street on the east bank for

potential parking areas. Both parking areas would be connected to the regional river

trail, extending upstream to the Rockport Ledge. In addition, the need for additional
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parking at the swift water training channel access was also identified by project

stakeholders.

The schematic plan provides 20 parking spaces north of the Tanner Street Bridge,

combined with restroom facilities and a picnic area. The picnic area is envisioned to be

shaded with a combination of native ornamental and shade trees. This area is currently

private property and would require acquisition prior to improvement.

South of the Tanner Street Bridge and directly adjacent to the whitewater feature, 6

parking spaces and restrooms are envisioned. This location would also accommodate

spectators during a whitewater event, and as a result, a 7,500 square foot bermed grass

seating area, a 10,000 square foot sloped seating area, and a 10,000 square foot

viewing area with stoned terraced seating are envisioned. The three distinct seating

areas are to be shaded with native species of ornamental and shade trees. Against the

Tanner Street Bridge abutment, a field of wildflowers is envisioned as a low

maintenance, non-pedestrian area. The majority of this area, except the closest 50 feet

to Tanner Street, is currently private property and would require acquisition prior to

improvements.

Utilizing the existing right-of-way from the old Tanner Street Bridge on the west river

bank a large parking lot with 30 additional spaces is envisioned to provide additional

swift water rescue training staging as well as provide adequate space for pull behind

trailers and trucks commonly used by training crews.
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V. ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS

For cost estimation, quantities of work were estimated from the preliminary design

drawings and unit costs were estimated for this report. Unit costs were prepared from

average unit costs of recent project bids with similar scope and from manufacturer

supplied data. The estimated costs for the Tanner Street whitewater feature are as

follow. Note that estimated costs for land side improvements have not been provided at

the schematic design level.

Engineer's Estimate of Construction Costs

Item No. Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Item Total

1 Mobilization 1 ls $ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00

2 Water Control and Dewatering

2A Phase 1 Berms 1030 cy $ 12.00 $ 12,360.00

2B Phase 2 Berms 700 cy $ 12.00 $ 8,400.00

2C Small Coffer Dams 200 cy $ 12.00 $ 2,400.00

2D Excavation Pumping 1 ls $ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00

3 Bedrock Excavation 80 cy $ 150.00 $ 12,000.00

4 Pool Excavation and Haul Offf 540 cy $ 12.00 $ 6,480.00

5 Bank Stabilization 240 lf $ 210.00 $ 50,400.00

6 Boulders to be Grouted (from on-site sources)* 800 cy $ 60.00 $ 48,000.00

7 Boulders to be Grouted (imported 2' to 3' diameter) 840 cy $ 120.00 $ 100,800.00

8 Grout with fibermesh reinforcement 500 cy $ 200.00 $ 100,000.00

9 Rock Anchors 34 ea $ 600.00 $ 20,400.00

Subtotal $ 396,240.00

Contingency (15%) $ 59,436.00

Total Tanner Street Whitewater Feature $ 455,676.00

* 900 cubic yards of material estimated in work road/boulder stockpile, assumes 800 cubic yards is re-usable.
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VI. SUMMARY

A. Overview

Two concepts for a whitewater feature at the Tanner Street Bridge were developed and

presented to project stakeholders. Based on stakeholder input and bedrock depth in

the area a feature in the center of the river was selected. The proposed feature has

been preliminarily designed to the 30% level, which is appropriate for budgeting and

permitting purposes. Land based schematic design for the river reach around Tanner

Street has been completed to further the master planned vision and identify needed

components to make the area a “destination” on the river trail as well as provide

amenities for daily and event use.

B. Next Steps

Review of quantities used for previous permitting efforts indicate an estimated quantity

of 1,300 cubic yards of rock and 200 cubic yards of concrete grout at the Tanner Street

whitewater feature. These are compared to measured quantities for the proposed

design; 1,640 cubic yards of rock, 240 linear feet of bank work and 500 cubic yards of

grout within the limits of the normal high water line at Tanner Street. In addition,

temporary fill of approximately 1,930 cubic yards of material will need to be placed for

coffer dams/berms during construction. As proposed, however, the full work

road/boulder stockpile will be removed, equating to approximately 900 cubic yards. It

would be appropriate at this time to prepare an amendment to the existing 404 permit

based on this new information, including the temporary fills needed for dewatering.

Concurrently with permit amendment application it would be appropriate to circulate the

30% preliminary design plans to local area contractors and local rock suppliers to verify

the proposed project budget prior to beginning fundraising efforts. An additional 15% of

the total project amount should be added to the total project budget to account for final

design and construction phase professional services. Final design should include

additional 2-dimensional modeling to further refine the design and determine proposed

hydraulic formation at the feature. Final design would also include additional detailing of

specific project components such as bank stabilization and rock anchors, and

preparation of a construction contract and technical specifications for the proposed

work.
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Based on review of hydrology the Ouachita River is highly variable with no true low flow

season. It is recommended that the final plans and specifications are prepared and

shelved until such time, through forecasting, that a low flow period similar to this spring

can be used during construction. Based on the quantity of work to be completed the

duration of construction should be 6 to 8 weeks.

C. Conclusion

The proposed improvements will create a whitewater feature that will allow for in-river

recreation as well as provide an economic asset for the community. With the

improvements the popular swift water rescue training channel will maintain it’s current

function and regional draw. The whitewater feature will be a popular recreational

destination for whitewater enthusiasts in all surrounding areas and the improved access

will encourage additional use of the river including tubing and fishing. Overall, the

proposed structures will vastly improve the lower ledge while maintaining the hydraulics

at the Rockport Ledge.
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APPENDIX B

MEMORANDUM – MODELING OF MASTER PLANNED ITEMS
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30% PRELIMINARY DESIGN DRAWINGS,

SCHEMATIC LANDSCAPE PLAN AND WILDLIFE ECOLOGY SAMPLING


















